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i think the designers did a fantastic job with the narrative,
trying to tie it together in some kind of way. as you can see,
the opening is pretty weak, and the execution of the ending
is underwhelming, but the story of the game makes it worth
playing nonetheless. i just wish the ending was a little more

enjoyable. the first option is provided in order to protect your
life and your property by blocking the incoming signal from a

cell phone tower or other wireless signal sources. in other
words, the jammer stops whatever devices are using that
frequency, usually a cell phone. the jammer becomes your
ally in situations when you want to protect yourself from

scammers who may call you at home, on your office, or at
school. you can use the jammer to protect yourself from

being kidnapped while walking in the street, as well as from
any car and people who might try to rob you. presenting the

cell phone jammer jam5800 and jam5700. jam the cell
phone, cell phone tower or mobile device frequency used by
the other cellular devices nearby. the cellular device can be

programmed into our stand alone jammer with no other
portable jammer, battery or power outlet required. offering
two sets of cell phone signal jammers, both of which comply

with us federal communications commission (fcc) regulations.
battery life up to 70 hours. the jammer greatly boosts the
voice signal. you can hear the sound of human voice. the

same as the jammer creating a huge echo. without a jammer,
you can not hear clearly. this is a helpful device. it is useful in

many ways. it can be used in restaurants, theaters, in
shopping malls, and other public places where we can't easily
shield ourselves from unwanted ears. the jammer has the cell
phone in it's own frequency. this means that you can pick up
only the frequency that the jammer is working on. the other

frequencies leave the cell phone alone. these are frequencies
used by your favorite telephone service. since the jammer

works only on a certain frequency, you do not need to buy a
separate jammer for your home and at work. this is very

convenient.
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are they cool with this? or do they just care about getting there? maybe
the gang's not really trying to get to the corporate war zone, and they're
just running from their homeland, to somewhere where the corporate war
zone wouldn't look so all-fired bad. just a thought. i would have preferred
if they just let this part go. rockstar does so well with setting up scenarios
like this, and then having you fail miserably in them, and have to reload a
previous save (this is usually in a free roam-type of game, where you get
the opportunity to explore areas off the path in your first play through).

this level of strategizing is way beyond the average player. i also felt this
was a missed opportunity for some sfx. basically, i heard what sounded

like a speeding walker, and it is in the area in front of the "concrete wall"
(or whatever it was), but as soon as you arrive, i heard nothing. no engine
sound, no footsteps. very disappointing. i feel like i'm playing metal gear
solid on a regular ps3. i can't say i find the level of multiplayer the game

lacks compelling, though it is very clearly the best of the three main
multiplayer options. playing with sev and rico can be good fun, though a
little basic, and it also works as a game of on-the-fly strategy on certain

levels, depending on how things are going at any given time. but the auto
assault levels are the best by far, allowing the player to play through the

whole map against a randomly chosen opponent, with a number of
different objectives. getting through an entire round can take many
minutes, with only one or two characters having to shoot in a single
round, which makes for great cooperative team play. it also makes

getting through auto assault modes very easy, making it the perfect
starting place. 5ec8ef588b
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